On an atomic scale the most basic type of information about a singlephase binary solid is the spatial disposition of its constituent atoms. For a stoichiometric intermetallic compound this is simply the crystal structure, and one may draw inferences about intermetallic bonding from such parameters as internuclear distances and coordination numbers. Such information is usually obtained by x-ray diffraction techniques, which are often not applicable to very dilute alloys. Even in favorable cases the atomic positions -2-UCRL-10608 alone cannot fully characterize the states of bonding electrons in systems for which so little theoretical guidance is available. ·Thus independent measurements of other parameters are vi tally needed to stimulate any rea'+ progress in this area.
Nuclear resonance experiments, which may yield the electric monopole, magnetic dipole, and electric quadrupole moments of an atom:
1 ;S electron dis~ tribution (evaluated at the nucleus) are in principle capable of extending considerably our understanding of the metallic bond. The two types of nuclear resonance;, magnetic (NMR) and recoil-free (MBssbauer), are somewhat complementary, with neither having a very wide range of applicability as yet.
Recoil-free resonance gi v_es a direct measure (within a sometimes uncertain scale factor) of the difference between the electron densities at the nuclei of sources and absorbers via the isomeric chemical shi,ft, while a less d.irect determination of this ~monopole) moment of electron density is given by NMR via the Knight shift, which is really a magnetic effect.
In "t!his paper we report a systematic survey, using MBssbauer resonance, host metal in an argon atmosphere. After the melt had been held at a temperature well above the melting point for at least an hour to allow for complete mixing to take place! it was quenched to room temperature within 20 seconds.
The sources were thus solid solutions of from 0.2 to 1.0 atomic percent platinum in the host metal. The atomic percentage of gold produced by decay was always less than l0-5 ; as gold alloys the sources were very dilute. lines with the same intensity equally spaced from the nominal transition energy.
III. THE SPIN HAMILTONIAN
Recoil-free resonance spectra can be discussed most concisely within the.framework of a nuclear spin Hamiltonian. We describe below a procedure for relating the Hamiltonian to the positions of resonance lines.
In the complete absence of hyperfine splitting, and for source and absorber nuclei in identical environments, the resonant r-ray energy will be (within the recoil energy of a crystallite) just equal to the nominal nuclear transition energy for a bare nucleus in field-free space) E -E . If the 1 . 0 source (aborber) is replaced by one in which hyperfine splittings are present) a complex emission (absorption) spectrum will replace the single line. The absorption :pattern will now be that of a complex spectrum scanned with a single line, and will,of course} resemble the complex spectrum~
The effects which produce this complex spectrum are magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole hyperfine structure interactions. Electric monopole interactions} which differ' between source and absorber} plus gravitational and temperature shifts contribute terms to the Hamiltonian that;shift the whole absorption pattern in energy. The nominal energy and splitting of the nuclear states may be described by appropriate tensors which reduce) in the common case of axial symmetry and vanishing off-diagonal terms, to the form
The emission spectrum is obtained by substituting all possible values of the magnetic quantum number M and W into Equations (1) 
Similar equations apply to the other components. Relative intensities are
given by the squares of appropriate Clebsch-Gordan coJ;!fficients. This.approach is easily extended to higher multipolarity transitions.
Specializing now to. the isomeric chemical shifts ~n Au 197 , we consider only the monopole term which in the usual approximations gives a shift for the excited state of the source
Here (x?P) is the 2p-th reduced radial charge moment of the excited state, p is the relativistic parameter (1-a
, where a is the fine-structure constant and Z the atomic number, R is the nominal nuclear radius, and the sum is taken over the electron density at the nucleus in the source. We may subtract from Eq.(3) a similar expression for the shift in the ground state of the source to obtain the shift in energy of the emitted resonant y-ray relative to the nuclear transition energy,
A similar equation may be written for the absorber. Resonant absorption occurs when the absorber energy is augmented by a doppler velocity corres~.
ponding to the difference between the shifted energy of the source (Eq. 4) and that of the absorber. If we take this velocity as positive for the absorber moving toward the source, the resonant velocity is
It is this velocity which is directly measured. The first term in square brackets depends only on nuclear, and the second term only on electronic properties. Neither is at present calculable from first principles; often, as in this case, neither can be accurately calculated from other data. In the next two sections we shall attempt to extract these two terms from their measured product.
IV. THE DIRECTION OF ELECTRON TRANSFER
A most fundamental question to settle in isomeric chemical shift studies is the sign relationship, for a given nucleus, between the direction of electron transfer and the observed shift. Nuclear theory is usually not reliable enough to allow calculation of the nuclear factor in Eq. proton. In the 77-keV excited state, the core is excited to a spin-and-parity 2+ configuration, which UCRL-10608 couples to the odd proton to form the obse~ved spin~and-parity 1/2+ state.
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The model explains the observed structure of Au very convincingly; we shall use it in our interpretation.
The phenomenological calculations on the core excitation model do not provide a detailed picture of the 2+ core state; thus it is not possible to calculate the nuclear factor in Eq. (5) directly. It is quite probable, however, that the excited core, with its higher spin and greater excitation energy, is larger than the ground-state core, and thus has a larger 2pth radial charge moment. This would yield a negative nuclear factor and comparison with the observed negative shifts in Table l implies that the electronic charge density at the gold nuclei in any alloy source is greater than in the gold absorber.
Thus from this argument we would infer that electrons are transferred toward gold atoms in these alloys.
B. Electronegativity Arguments
In Section V we discuss the electronegativity-isomeric shift correlation. For purposes of deciding the dQrection of electron transfer we note that the shifts are correlated with the electronegativity differences between gold and the hosts. The largest shifts occur for the least electronegative hosts, all of which are less electronegative than gold. The natural c6nclu-sian from these data is that electrons are transferred toward gold in the alloys.
c. The Nickel d-Bands
The above arguments are qualitative, and there is available. at present no satisfactory way to put them on a quantitative basis. The agreement in sign of electron transfer deduced from these two independent arguments tends to establish confidence in this sign.
In the complete absence of any evidence to the contrary it seems probable that gold gains electron density at the nucleus in the alloys. The question is still open, however; a final decision must await more conclusive evidence.
It is somewhat disquieting that the direction of change of electron density at the gold nucleus in Au-Ni alloys is opposite to the accepted direc- could be attributed to d-band filling) if this were the only important mechanism) would be the difference between the shift in some Cu-Ni alloy which is more than 60% Cu and the shift in pure nickel. We have measured the shifts in pure Cu and pure Ni (Table 1) . They are the same within experimental error. We conclude that there is no evidence for gold 6s electrons filling nickel d-bands .
V. A SEMIQUANTITATIVE INTERPRETATION
It would be interesting to derive quantitative values for the changes in electron density on the gold nuclei accompanying the isomeric shifts. Unfortunately it is not possible to separate completely the electronic and nuclear factors in Eq. (5), as would be required. By invoking some rather general arguments we can, however, make a qualitative interpretation of the shifts and set reasonable limits on the electron density changes as well as on the nuclear factor. We treat these separately.
A. The Electronegativity Correlation
In Fig. 1 The chemical picture which may be derived from this correlation is straightforward. The less electronegative host elements tend to give up electrons to the gold impurity atom roughly in proportion to their electonegativity differences from gold. The gold atom does not experience discrete oxidation states; rather the electron transfer varies continuously with electronegativity difference with irregularities arising from zone structure, atomic size, and other factors. Eventually the 6s shell must be filled, and the Pauli principle operates to prevent further electron transfer. Thus, saturation should occur for large electronegativity differences.
An electronegati vi ty range of only about l. 4 units is aN"ailable using metallic elements as hosts. Still there is some evidence for the onset of saturation. To illustrate this we have plotted in Fig. 2 the averages of the five sets of data points in Table l which differ by 0.1 unit or less of electronegativity. Remembering that the correlation which these average points show is fortuitously smooth, we have drawn curves through them and extrapolated to limits which would probably be realized if the 6s electron shell could be filled. Setting wide limits of error commensurate with the uncertainties involved,9 we believe that saturation would occur at a shift between 1.0 and 2.0 em/sec, which is thus the shift that we associate with the transfer of one 6s electron. Thus in the least electronegative hosts suchas lithium and calcium we may infer that a gold atom gains nuclear electron density equiNalent to 0.4-0.8 6s electrons.
B. The Nuclear Factor
Having established within a factor of two the shift associated with the transfer of one 6s electron, we may estimate the electronic factor in Eq.
(5) and compute the nuclear factor.. The density of a 6s electron in the nuc-1 f f ld t . . b th t . 10 eus o a ree go a om lS glven y e equa lon
where Z., Z ,a 0 , n and (1-dda ) are, respectively, the effective nuclear charge l a a n inside and outside the atomic core, the Bohr radius, the effective principle quantum number, and the Fermi-Segr) factor. For atomic gold we find, using ~ (x 2 P) = 0.0039 ± 0.0013.
We have used a nominal radius of 7.0 fermis in this calculation. This large nuclear factor is possible for a single particle transition only by making the most extreme assumption within the nuclear shell model. If the excited and ground states differed by a proton transition from a 3s 1 / 2 state to a lhll/ 2 state and the nuclear potential was a square well, the radial moments are just enough different to satisfy Eq. (7). 14 Since such assumptions are not compatible with the isomeric states in question we conclude that the nuclear factor :bs' too large to be accounted for by singleparticle excitation and must therefore arise from a collective effect. This factor thus provides suppo~t for the core-excitation model.~ Some information about the excited core may be derived from the nuclear factor. The details of the core excitation are not known. In order to get a qualitative idea of the amount of collective behavior accompanying this process, we may estimate the magnitude of prolate ellipsoidal nuclear deforma-• tion which would produce the same fuomeric chemical shifts. 
9·
We do not wish to emphasize the quantitative aspects of this curve~fit ting. Thus, we did not, for example, do a "least squares fit'' of the data; such a procedure would, in our opinion, be absurd. We want our rq.ther generous limits of error on the saturation value to reflect our lack of confidence in the quantitative nature of the principles underlying the correlation. These limits would be deceptively small if we used mechanical curve fitting techniques. Table 1 are omitted: selenium, in which gold probably forms a chemical compound, and the intermetallic compound Al 2 Au. Plot of average shifts for several electronegativity ranges against electronegativity difference between host and gold. Limits of extrapolated saturation value for shift are taken as 1.0 and 2.0 em/sec.
